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The Success Center is packed with 23 personal and business success resources. 
As a Platinum member, you can give these tools to your team members so they can begin to receive the 
basic understanding of the neuroscience of success.

It’s important to have regular check-ins with your team members throughout this process. We recom-
mend touching base about the materials and what they have learned by meeting twice a month.

Get Your Team Moving 

Five learning modules help you understand how your brain may 
be getting in the way of your business success. Learn how to shift 
out of fear, avoidance, and procrastination and get productive 
again.

Discover what it takes to have an entrepreneurial mindset, how to 
deal with the challenges of owning your own business, and how to 
make the most of your unique business opportunity.

Learn the secret to launching a business goal with power and 
passion. Move beyond past “failures”, step out of fear, and launch 
into action to accomplish exactly what you set out to do.

Learn to confidently share your product with others in a way that 
feels natural to you as a woman. Sell without feeling pushy or 
“salesy” and watch your business blossom.

Keep your focus and stay the course with Deb’s unique audio 
training that offers 5 keys to help you finish strong.
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Category Completed

3 Goal Launching
Don’t let your failures limit you! Start with the Never Fail Again webinar and discov-
er how to identify and set appropriate goals. This category is all about the anatomy 
of goal setting and has a tapping tool available to help you move out of fear and 
into action. Also included is Sensational Starts – an audio that teaches you how to 
manage your mindset, master your emotions, and move into action at the begin-
ning of a goal.

   1. Never Fail Again Webinar 
   2. Tapping Fear Away Neuro Tool
   3. Sensational Starts Playlist & Workbook
   4. ICAN Start Lesson: Moving From Doubt and Fear to 
       Unstoppable Confidence

1 Brain Training
Dive right into the neuroscience of success. Five modules packed with training to 
help you understand how the brain is wired, how the past is linked to the future, 
and exactly why it is that you get what you think about. Figure out what is needed 
to make a permanent shift.

   1. Why Written Commitment Works
   2. Wired to Survive
   3. Set Point
   4. Neuro Linking
   5. RAS - Reticular Activating System
   6. Setting Your Intention / Deliberately Declaring Your Dreams

2 Be Your Own Boss
Start with a webinar to identify the entrepreneurial mindset and what that looks 
like for you. Feel into the journey with audios and neuro tools that help you 
understand what to expect. Get in the positive frame of mind to getting started with 
your business team leader and how to develop a powerful relationship with her. 
Also, enjoy empowering affirmation tracks to set the tone for your day.

1. Piecing it Together Webinar
2. 3 Audio Recordings:  
         What’s Normal?: What You Can Expect on This Journey
         Neuro-Tools to Keep Your Business on Track
         Your Role: How to Develop a Relationship With Your Recruiter
3. Embracing Success Affirmation Playlist
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5 Goal Finishing
Bust your action mindset with a binaural recording training that offers up the 5 keys 
that champions use to finish strong. Tune into Fantastic Finishes – an audio that 
moves you toward the finish line. Looking for emotional management? Step into a 
training and visualization that helps you master it here.

1. Bust Your Action Mindset Binaural MP3 Download
2. Art of Fantastic Finishes
3. ICAN Finish Lesson: Emotional Management

4 Sales Success
Want unstoppable confidence in your sales? There’s a webinar for that. It’s time to 
reset your selling identity and we supply audio trainings to get you there. Also, 
master the art of neuro selling and learn how to create the coveted BUY button.

1. 4 Tools to Creating Unstoppable Confidence Webinar
2. Audio Recordings: 
       Selling Like a Woman
       Overcoming Sales Obstacles
       Build a Powerful Relationship with Your Recruiter
3. Mastering the Art of Neuro-Selling Webinar & Workbook
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